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This study investigates the opposition between intra-clausal and extra-claus-
al positions in the preverbal domain in English, German and Dutch. It is
argued that some of the traditional criteria used to distinguish between these
positions, especially the criterion of pronominal resumption, are not entirely
reliable, and a number of new criteria are introduced, including distribution
in non-declarative contexts. On the basis of these descriptive refinements, it
is proposed that the opposition between intra-clausal and extra-clausal
positions can be defined functionally in terms of the scope of illocution
markers: the intra-clausal position falls within the scope of illocution, where-
as the extra-clausal position is outside its scope. This functional generaliza-
tion does not only help to explain the various formal criteria that distinguish
the two positions, but it is also in line with their typical discourse functions.

Keywords: word order, scope, Dutch/English/German

1. Introduction

Germanic languages like English, German and Dutch have a well-known
opposition in the preverbal domain between an extra-clausal and an intra-
clausal position, illustrated in the contrast between the Dutch structures in (1)
and (2) below. In both cases, the underlined constituents are located before the
finite verb rather than in their ‘canonical’ postverbal position, but the two
construction types differ in terms of a number of formal and functional
properties. In the extra-clausal construction in (1), the initial constituent die
vrienden van jou is intonationally detached from the clause, and is ‘resumed’
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within the structure of the clause by a coreferential pronoun ze. In the intra-
clausal construction in (2), on the other hand, the initial constituent die
vrienden van jou is intonationally integrated in the clause and does not have any
coreferential element. In German and Dutch, but not in English, the intra-
clausal construction is further distinguished by the inverted order of subject and
finite verb when the preverbal element is a non-subject, i.e. wil ik (Verb–
Subject) in (2) as opposed to ik wil (Subject–Verb) in (1).

Dutch
(1) Die vrienden van jou, ik wil ze niet meer zien.

those friends of you I want them not anymore see
“These friends of yours, I don’t want to see them again.”

(2) Die vrienden van jou wil ik niet meer zien.
those friends of you want I not anymore see
“These friends of yours I don’t want to see again.”

What has traditionally attracted most attention about these constructions is
their function in discourse organization and information structure. For the
intra-clausal position (henceforth P-I), Prince (1981) has argued that the
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precise function in discourse depends on the intonational structure of the
utterance, more specifically on the location of the nuclear accent within the
clause. If the nuclear accent falls on the element in P-I, as in (3) below, then P-I
serves as a focus position: the speaker in (3) presupposes that the interlocutor
goes to a number of lectures, which has been discursively established in the
preceding context, and asserts that anatomy is one of the lectures he or she goes
to. If the nuclear accent falls further on in the clause, on the other hand, as in
(4) below, then P-I can be characterized in terms of topicalization: the speaker
in (4) does not focus the assertion on all this, but rather takes it as a discursively
presupposed element, and asserts that he/she finds it very deplorable.

(3) would you obj/ect to that# would you feel w/orried# if you were told that
you had to go to a seminar somewhere /else# well there’s this extraordi-
nary s\ystem# of l\ectures# we do \anyway# you d\o# alr\eady# [=m]#
lectures we go \everywhere# ^d\on’t we# [=mhm]# an\atomy I gather
you go to# y=es# (LLC)1

(4) but on the other h/and# a lot of it is just straight scr\amble# =and # all
this I find very depl\orable# because we’re supposed to be doing aca-
demic res\earch# (LLC)
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For the extra-clausal position (henceforth P-E), the precise discourse function
is a matter of some debate in the literature. Several authors have argued that the
function of P-E is to introduce “new topics”, i.e. elements that are new to the
discourse context and will have some persistence in its further development2

(see, for instance, Geluykens (1989, 1993a, 1993b) for a clear formulation of
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this position). This is the case, for instance, in examples like (5) below, where
my friend Alice introduces a new participant after a lengthy discussion of a
volunteer project, and the following discourse goes on to describe the role of
that participant in the project. A functional characterization in terms of ‘new
topic’ has been criticized by Prince (1997, 1998) as overly general, and she has
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shown that there are a number of more specific functions that cannot be
reduced to this function. These include instances like (6) below, where the
element in P-E champagnes is not new at all to the discourse, but where the P-E
construction instead serves to highlight a relation to some larger set established
in the preceding discourse context (in this case white wines and champagnes).

(5) [discussion of the work of a volunteer group] Yeah we go back you know
when we’re needed you know. My friend Alice who lives opposite, she
organizes the task. She rings up the wardens and says you know. (ICE)

(6) Contrary to popular wisdom that says most white wines (except sweet
dessert wines) and Champagnes do not age well, white Burgundies and
premium California chardonnays gain intensity and richness after a few
years of bottle age. And Champagnes, well, they acquire a rich, toasty
aroma and nutty flavor that I (and the English) prefer to the crisp, acidic
fruit of a young sparkler. (Prince 1998:287)
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In this study, I will take a slightly different perspective on these two construc-
tion types. I will not directly focus on their functions in discourse, but instead
I will address a number of issues that have so far been neglected in their
syntactic description, and investigate these from a contrastive perspective by
using data from three related Germanic languages. On the basis of these
descriptive refinements and the contrastive approach, I will try to come to a
functionally motivated typology of preverbal positions, based on the principle
of illocutionary scope. I will show that this principle does not only capture the
distinct syntactic characteristics of the two construction types, but that it can
also provide a schematic generalization for their typical discourse functions.

After a brief introduction to the analysis of P-I and P-E in English, German
and Dutch (Section 2), I will first investigate the behaviour of P-I and P-E in
non-declarative contexts, specifically in interrogative and imperative construction
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types (Section 3). Most existing descriptions focus almost exclusively on
declarative contexts, but I will show that non-declarative contexts are equally
relevant to the analysis of P-I and P-E: polar interrogatives, and to a lesser
degree imperatives, allow only P-E and do not have P-I, which implies that the
contrast between the two positions is distributionally restricted to declarative
structures. In Section 4, I will look at the contrast between syntactic arguments
and adjuncts, and I will show that in English the syntactic marking of P-E is
different for adjuncts, in that it does not require intra-clausal resumption by a
coreferential element. In Section 5, I will further differentiate the category of
adjuncts by showing that there are actually two distinct subcategories of
adjuncts in P-E, one of which is special in that it does not allow intra-clausal
construal without an additional effect on its interpretation. In Section 6, finally,
I will integrate the findings in this study with the traditional description of P-I
and P-E in order to come to a general functionally motivated typology of
preverbal positions in English, German and Dutch. The central argument will
be that the contrast between P-I and P-E in the Germanic languages can be
captured in terms of illocutionary organization, more specifically the scope of
illocution markers in the clause: P-I is a position that is within the scope of
illocution, whereas P-E is a position that falls outside the scope of illocution. I
will show that this account is not only consistent with the syntactic characteris-
tics described in this study, but that it can also schematically capture the various
discursive functions that have been identified for the two construction types in
the literature.

2. Two preverbal positions in three Germanic languages

In this section, I will briefly introduce the basic descriptive facts about preverbal
positions in English, German and Dutch, as well as the most important theoret-
ical models and terminological conventions used in the literature.

2.1 German and Dutch

German and Dutch can be treated together here, because the descriptive facts
about preverbal positions as well as the theoretical analyses proposed in the
literature are fairly similar for these two languages. The (a) and (b) structures
in (7) and (8) below illustrate the contrast between P-I and P-E for German and
Dutch, respectively.
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German
(7) a. Diesen Mord hat Kleopatra in Rom miterlebt. (IDS)

this-acc murder has Cleopatra in Rome witnessed
“This murder Cleopatra witnessed in Rome.”

b. Den Film, den hat er sich […] immer wieder
the-acc movie that-acc has he refl  always again
angesehen. (IDS)
watched
“That movie, he watched it again and again.”

Dutch
(8) a. Die belofte heeft hij tot nu toe ingelost. (NRC)

that promise has he so-far realized
“That promise he has realized so far.”

b. Maar de simpele waarheid, die heeft af en toe
but the simple truth that has now and then
een beetje bescherming nodig. (NRC)
a little protection (necessary)
“But the simple truth, it needs a little protection now and then.”

The extra-clausal position in both languages is characterized by intonational
detachment of the preverbal element, reflected in the comma punctuation in
(7b) and (8b), and by resumption of the preverbal element by a coreferential
element within the structure of the clause, viz. den which refers back to den Film
in (7b) and die which refers back to de simpele waarheid in (8b). The intra-
clausal position, on the other hand, is characterized by intonational integration
of the preverbal element and absence of coreferential elements; in addition,
filling of this position by a non-subject element also triggers inversion of the
normal order of subject and finite verb, viz. hat Kleopatra (verb–subject) in (7a)
rather than Kleopatra hat (subject–verb) and heeft hij in (8a) rather than hij
heeft. As shown by the example in (8b), the two positions can also be combined
in one single structure: the element den Film is in P-E, but the coreferential
element den which resumes den Film itself fills the P-I position.

For both languages, the distinction between P-I and P-E has traditionally
been conceptualized in terms of a slot-and-filler model of the clause, in which
the clause is divided into a number of “fields” organized around the finite verb
as the central pivot (see for instance Haeseryn et al. (1997:1221–1400) for
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Dutch and Zifonun et al. (1997:1495–1680) for German). In terms of this
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model, P-I is regarded as an integral part of the field organization of the clause,
because there is a syntactic trade-off with other positions further on in the clause:
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if P-I is filled by a non-subject element, the subject moves to a field behind the
verb (as in (7a) and (8a)), and vice versa. P-E, on the other hand, is regarded as
falling outside the field organization of the clause, because the filling of this
position has no effect on any of the fields within the clause. This conceptualiza-
tion is reflected in the terminology used to refer to P-I and P-E, which are
respectively called the “front-field” — Vorfeld in German, eerste zinsplaats in
Dutch — and the “pre-front-field” — Vorvorfeld in German, aanloop in Dutch
(English terminology introduced in Bickel 1993).
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Table 1 below summarizes the defining features and terminological conven-
tions traditionally used for P-I and P-E in German and Dutch, and maps them
onto the example structures in (7) and (8).

Table 1.�Defining features and terminology for P-I and P-E in German and Dutch

Intonational
detachment
Coreferential
element
Subject–verb
inversion

+

+

−

−

−

+

P-E P-I= S or non-S Finite Verb S ¤ P-I = non-S

non-S ¤ P-I = S

Pre-front-field Front-field Finite Verb Middle-field

(7a) Diesen Mord hat Kleopatra

(7b) Den Film den hat er

(8a) Die belofte heeft hij

(8b) De simpele
waarheid

die heeft bescherming

2.2 English

The contrast between P-I and P-E in English is illustrated in (9) and (10) below.
As in German and Dutch, the two constructions can be distinguished with the
features of intonation and pronominal resumption. My friend Caroline and
these goals in P-E in (10) are intonationally detached from the clause, and they
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are resumed within the clause by the coreferential pronominal elements she and
them. These in P-I in (9), on the other hand, is intonationally integrated in the
clause and does not have any coreferential element.

(9) I mean cos they let us have these those but these we can’t get any more.
(ICE-GB)

(10) a. Uh my friend Caroline she goes once a week and I think she pays
five pounds each time she goes. (ICE-GB)

b. No, Charles. That isn’t all. These goals, we don’t appreciate them. (CB)

There are two features, however, which distinguish the constructions in English
from their counterparts in German and Dutch. Firstly, filling of P-I by a non-
subject argument does not trigger inverted word order for subject and verb: in
a structure like (11) below, for instance, the object argument tombs of the
princes in the Valley of the Queens is in P-I but the subject we does not switch to
postverbal position. A second feature which sets apart English from German
and Dutch is that P-I and P-E do not easily co-occur within the same structure.
Thus, for instance, English does not have a parallel to the German construction
in (7b), where the element in P-E has a coreferential element that is itself in P-I,
as shown by the awkwardness of the structure in (12) below.

(11) Tombs of the princes in the Valley of the Queens we have to ignore again
I ’m afraid. (ICE-GB)

(12) ?That movie, that one he watched again and again.

These distributional restrictions are probably part of the reason why the English
tradition never really developed a slot-and-filler model for P-I and P-E like the
field model in the German and Dutch traditions. Instead, the English terminol-
ogy reflects a transformational perspective on the relation between canonical
(postverbal) and marked (preverbal) positions in clause structure: P-E is
commonly referred to as “left-dislocation”, whereas P-I is usually called
“topicalization” (Ross 1967:422–428). The latter term is not particularly well-
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chosen, as noted in Prince (1981), not only because topic as such is a rather
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vague concept with diverse interpretations (compare (4) and (5) above), but
also because even in a narrow interpretation of topic as non-focal information
the function of some types of P-I is precisely not to mark topical information,
as illustrated in (3) above.

Table 2 below summarizes the most important defining features of P-I and P-E
in English, and maps them onto the example structures in (9) and (10b). The
most important difference in comparison with the Dutch and German case in
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Table 1 is that P-I and P-E cannot be mapped onto one single structure because of
the distributional restriction on co-occurrence, which is represented by shading of
the P-I slot in the P-E structure, and of the P-E slot in the P-I structure.

Table 2.�Defining features and terminology for P-I and P-E in English

Intonational
detachment
Coreferential
pronoun

+

+

−

−

P-E P-I Subject Finite verb Coref

Left-dislocation Topicalization Subject Finite verb Coref

(9) These we can’t –

(10b) These goals we don’t appreciate them

2.3 A preliminary comparison

If we compare the descriptive facts about the preverbal domain in English,
German and Dutch, the similarities and differences can be summed up as
follows. In all three languages, there are at most two positions in the preverbal
domain, the leftmost one optional and the rightmost one obligatory.3 The
languages are different, however, in terms of the nature of these preverbal
positions. In German and Dutch, the two positions are P-E and P-I, with
subjects and non-subjects in complementary distribution as fillers for P-I. In
English, on the other hand, the rightmost position is the subject position, which
unlike in German and Dutch does not take part in the P-I system, and the
leftmost position is either P-I or P-E.

3. Declarative versus non-declarative contexts

As already noted in the introduction, most existing descriptions of P-I and P-E
(with the notable exceptions of Hawkins 1986 and Bickel 1993, see further
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below) implicitly focus only on declarative contexts, to the exclusion of inter-
rogatives and imperatives. The contrast between declarative and non-declara-
tive structures is crucial to the analysis of P-I and P-E, however, because P-I is
distributionally restricted to declaratives, which implies that the contrast
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between P-I and P-E is only found in these contexts. Consider, for instance, the

Table 3.�Preliminary comparison of the preverbal domain for the three languages

Preverbal-1
= optional

Preverbal-2
= obligatory

Finite verb Postverbal

English P-E subject

P-I

German & Dutch P-E P-I subject non-subject

non-subject subject

English polar interrogative and imperative structures in (13)–(15).

(13) a. Your friend here does she doodle a lot? (ICE-GB)
b. *Your friend here does doodle a lot?

(14) a. The one that died did you give it a decent sendoff? (CB)
b. *The one that died did you give a decent sendoff?

(15) a. These two don’t let them score. (IC)
b. *These two don’t let score.

The (a) structures in these examples illustrate the P-E constructions, in which
the preverbal object arguments your friend here, the one that died, and these two
are resumed within the clause by the coreferential elements she, it and them. The
(b) structures, on the other hand, illustrate the corresponding P-I constructions,
where the preverbal element does not have any coreferential element further on
in the clause. The difference in acceptability between the two sets of structures
for (13)–(15) clearly shows that polar interrogative and imperative structures
allow only P-E as a preverbal position, and do not allow a P-I construction (see
also Hawkins 1986:200–201).4 Thus, the situation in English is such that the
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two preverbal positions turn out to have a very different distribution if one
takes into account not only declarative but also interrogative and imperative
clause types: P-E can occur both in declarative and non-declarative contexts,
but P-I is distributionally restricted to declarative contexts, which implies that
the contrast between the two is available only in declarative structures.

At first sight, the situation in German and Dutch is slightly different from
the situation in English illustrated above. Interrogative structures equally allow
P-E constructions, as illustrated in (16a) and (17a) below, but unlike in English,
changing these structures to P-I constructions by removing the coreferential
element does not result in ungrammaticality: the corresponding P-I structures
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in (16b) and (17b) below are both acceptable. On the face of it, the acceptability
of these structures could be interpreted as an indication that interrogatives do
allow P-I in German and Dutch. Syntactically, however, the (b) structures can
not only be interpreted as interrogatives, with the verb–subject inversion as an
interrogative marker, but also as declaratives, with the verb–subject order as a
consequence of the presence of a non-subject filler in P-I.

German
(16) a. Aber sag mir eins: Diesen Satan, hast Du ihn auch

but say me one-thing this-acc satan have you him also
geschaffen? (IC)
created
“But tell me one thing: this satan, did you also create him?”

b. Diesen Satan hast du auch geschaffen?
this-acc satan have you also created

Dutch
(17) a. Die zenuwen, heb je die ook op de fiets? (IC)

those nerves have you those also on the bike
“Have you also got that nervousness on the bike?”

b. Die zenuwen heb je ook op de fiets?
those nerves have you also on the bike

There is formal and functional evidence to show that the second option applies
to (16b) and (17b), i.e. that they are syntactically not interrogative but rather
declarative with interrogative intonation.5 One argument in favour of a
declarative analysis is that for parallel structures with a subject rather than a
non-subject element in P-E, as in (18a) below, removing the coreferential
element results in a P-I structure that has a subject–verb word order (in (18b))
and is therefore unambigously declarative rather than interrogative. This shows
that the verb–subject order observed in (16b) and (17b) is a consequence of
non-subject filling of P-I rather than a syntactic marker of interrogation, and
that the (b) structures are syntactically not interrogative but declarative with an
interrogative intonation.

Dutch
(18) a. “En die geit, kan die ook praten?” vraagt die buikspreker. (IC)

“and that goat can that also talk asks the ventriloquist
“‘And that goat, can that one talk too?’ the ventriloquist asks.”

b. En die geit kan ook praten?
and that goat can also talk
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Another argument in favour of this analysis is that the (b) structures are
functionally far more restricted than the syntactic interrogatives in the corre-
sponding (a) structures. The structures in (16b), (17b) and (18b) cannot be
used as open questions like their (a) counterparts, but they require (or imply)
a specific context in order to be used appropriately, for instance some contextu-
al indication that the proposition in question is actually the case, or a previous
utterance by the interlocutor which they echo. Thus, for instance, the structure
in (17b) is not appropriate as a question to open up a conversation, but requires
some indication (or implies some expectation) that the interlocutor actually
does have the same nervousness when he or she is on the bike. This functional
restriction is in line with an analysis of the (b) structures as syntactic declarat-
ives with an interrogative intonation. A syntactic interrogative can be used as an
open question, whereas a syntactic declarative with interrogative intonation is
a statement for which the speaker asks confirmation from the interlocutor,
which is of course consistent with the specific discursive requirements of the (b)
structures: asking confirmation for a proposition requires (or implies) a
context where there is some indication of the plausibility of the proposition in
question. In this sense, the acceptability of the (b) structures with P-I cannot
be taken to imply that interrogatives can have P-I in German and Dutch,
because they are not syntactically interrogative. Instead, the unambiguously
declarative nature of (18b), as well as the restricted discourse function of the
(b) structures in general, shows that they are syntactic declaratives with an
interrogative intonation.

The situation is still different for the imperative, because here it is necessary
to make a distinction between German and Dutch. Both languages allow a
preverbal element in P-E, as shown by the acceptability of the imperatives (19a)
and (20a), but they differ in terms of the acceptability of P-I. Dutch does not
allow imperatives with P-I, as shown by the ungrammaticality of the P-I
counterpart of (19a) in (19b), whereas German does allow this, as shown by the
acceptability of (20b) (see also Hawkins 1986:206–207). In this case, the
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structure with P-I in (20b) is a genuine imperative that is not functionally
distinct from its counterpart with P-E in (20a), which implies that imperatives
do allow both P-I and P-E in German.

Dutch
(19) a. En die hackers laat ze maar die hele game hacken

and those hackers let them just that whole game hack
bespaart de gameindustrie weer een slecht spel erbij! (IC)
saves the game-industry another bad game extra
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“And those hackers, just let them hack the whole game, that will save
the industry another bad game!”

b. *En die hackers laat maar die hele game hacken.
and those hackers let just the whole game hack

German
(20) a. Dieses Rohr, gib es dem Mechaniker.

this tube give it the-dat mechanic
“This tube, give it to the mechanic.”

b. Ich sag: Was soll ich ’n damit? Da sagt er: Das
I say what should I then with-that there says he that
gib ihm mal und sag, er soll das säubern. (IDS)
give him  and say he should that clean
“I say: What should I do with that? Then he says: give that to him
and tell him to clean it.”

In conclusion, the distribution of P-I and P-E in non-declarative contexts can
be summarized as follows. P-E is allowed both in declarative and non-declara-
tive contexts, but P-I is mainly restricted to declarative structures. In English,
German and Dutch P-I is excluded for polar interrogatives, and in English and
Dutch, but not in German, it is also excluded for imperatives. This clearly shows
that the contrast between declarative and non-declarative clause types is crucial
to the analysis of P-I and P-E, contrary to what the implicit focus on decla-
ratives in the literature may lead one to assume: the contrast between P-I and
P-E is available only for declaratives. In Section 6, I will argue that the restric-
tion of P-I to declarative contexts provides an important clue to the functional
basis of the distinction between P-I and P-E. Table 4 below summarizes the
distribution of P-I and P-E over the basic clause types.

Table 4.�The distribution of P-I and P-E in declarative and non-declarative contexts

Declarative Polar interrogative Imperative

P-I P-E P-I P-E P-I P-E

English
Dutch
German

+
+
+

+
+
+

−
−
−

+
+
+

−
−
+

+
+
+
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4. Arguments versus adjuncts in P-E

A second parameter of variation that needs to be discussed is the distinction
between arguments and adjuncts, which is particularly relevant to the analysis
of P-E. As noted in Section 3, one of the central features in the traditional
definition of P-E in contrast with P-I is resumption of the P-E element by a
coreferential element (usually a pronoun) within the structure of the clause. If
we look at this feature in terms of the distinction between arguments and
adjuncts in English, however, it turns out that resumption is obligatory only for
arguments and is optional for adjuncts. Compare, for instance, the structures in
(21) and (22) below:

(21) a. Sergeant Lewis, I met him during the war.
b. *Sergeant Lewis, I met during the war.
c. Sergeant Lewis, did you meet him during the war?
d. *Sergeant Lewis, did you meet during the war?

(22) a. ?During the war, I met sergeant Lewis then.
b. During the war, I met sergeant Lewis.
c. During the war, did you meet sergeant Lewis then?
d. During the war, did you meet sergeant Lewis?

The structures in (21) illustrate the typical P-E paradigm for arguments (in this
case the object sergeant Lewis), which follows the traditional definition of P-E in
terms of pronominal resumption: arguments in P-E are obligatorily resumed by
a coreferential pronoun within the structure of the clause, both in declarative
and interrogative contexts, as shown by the ungrammaticality of the structures
in (21b) and (21d) as P-E constructions. The situation is quite different with
adjuncts like during the war in (22), however. In declarative contexts, there is
typically no resumption: not only does resumption of during the war by then
seem odd in (22a), but the structure is also perfectly acceptable without it, as in
(22b). At first sight, the acceptability of this structure might be interpreted as
pointing towards an analysis as a P-I construction rather than a P-E one,
because absence of a resumptive element is a defining feature of P-I. There are
several arguments in favour of a P-E analysis for this structure, however, most
importantly the fact that even in the absence of a resumptive element it can
occur with interrogative constructions, as shown in (22d). This type of structure
is actually fully productive in interrogative constructions in English, as shown
by the examples in (23)–(25) below.
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(23) Mr Ferguson: “In your room, did you have sex with these men?” Mrs
West: “More often than not. Yes, sir.” (CB)

(24) So when you came back after the war did you get another job? (CB)

(25) In that period did you have a special responsibility in the library? Mostly
the acquisition of books I think. (CB)

Given that interrogative contexts allow only P-E, as has been shown in the
previous section, the productivity of preverbal adjuncts without coreferential
elements in this context points towards a P-E analysis for structures like
(22)–(25), in spite of the absence of coreferential elements. In this sense, the
traditional definition of P-I needs to be modified for English, with separate
specification of the resumption feature depending on whether the element in
P-E is an argument or an adjunct: for arguments in P-E pronominal resump-
tion is obligatory, whereas for adjuncts resumption is optional. Bearing in mind
the old problem of distinguishing between arguments and adjuncts (see, for
instance, Vater 1978 for an overview), their divergent behaviour in contexts like
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(21)–(25) might actually be used as an additional criterion to distinguish
between the two categories.

An additional argument for the P-E analysis of structures with adjuncts like
(22) is the fact that in German and Dutch resumption is obligatory for most
types of adjuncts6 just like for arguments, in exactly the same contexts as where
resumption is optional in English. Thus, for instance, the Dutch and German
P-E structures in (26) and (27) below all require resumption for the preverbal
adjunct, including in interrogative contexts, as shown by (26c–d) and (27c–d).

Dutch
(26) a. In de kerk, daar heb ik die man ontmoet.

in the church there have I this man met
“In the church, I met this guy.”

b. *In de kerk, ik heb die man ontmoet.7

in the church I have this man met
c. In de kerk, heb je die man daar ontmoet?

in the church, have you this man there met
“In the church, did you meet this guy?”

d. *In de kerk, heb je die man ontmoet?
in the church have you this man met
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German
(27) a. In der Kirche, dort habe ich diesen Mann gesehen.

in the church there have I this-acc man seen
“In the church, I saw this man.”

b. *In der Kirche, ich habe diesen Mann gesehen.
in the church I have this-acc man seen

c. In der Kirche, hast du diesen Mann dort gesehen?
in the church have you this-acc man there seen
“In the church, did you see this guy?”

d. *In der Kirche, hast du diesen Mann gesehen?
in the church, have you this-acc man seen

In conclusion, therefore, we can say that the feature of intra-clausal resumption
is not uniform in the definition of P-E, not for arguments and adjuncts, and not
across the three languages. Resumption is obligatory for arguments in P-E in
English, German and Dutch, it is optional for adjuncts in P-E in English, and it
is obligatory for some types of adjuncts in P-E in German and Dutch, as
summarized in Table 5 below. Apart from the relevance of these observations
for the analysis of arguments and adjuncts as such, they also show that intra-
clausal resumption is not a universally applicable feature of the P-E construc-
tion. Instead, construal in preverbal position with interrogatives turns out to be
a more generally applicable criterion, since it unambiguously identifies a P-E
construction irrespective of the divergent behaviour of arguments and adjuncts
with respect to resumption.

Table 5.�Intra-clausal resumption for arguments and adjuncts in P-E

English German Dutch

arguments + + +

adjuncts +/− + +/− + +/−a

a�See footnote 6: the distribution of obligatory and optional resumption is not clear and should be
further investigated. It is a fact, though, that some types of adjuncts require a resumptive element.

5. Types of adjuncts in P-E

A final aspect of description that needs to be discussed is the question of further
differentiation within the category of adjuncts. Apart from the adjuncts
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discussed in the previous section, there is also another category of adjunct-like
elements like seriously in (28) and frankly in (29) below, which express the
speaker’s comment on the illocutionary value of the clause (see, for instance,
Greenbaum 1969:81–93, Ross 1970 on English and Van de Velde 1978, Thim-
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Mabrey 1988 on German). As I will show in this section, this category of
elements forms an important source of evidence for the analysis of the distinc-
tion between P-I and P-E constructions, because they are restricted to P-E, and
cannot be construed as P-I without an additional effect on their illocution-
related interpretation.

(28) I like Ribena and see no problem with its association with the National
Blood Transfusion Service, provided there is no mix-up of the liquids at
the drinks counter. Seriously, all members of the NBTS do a wonderful
job. Keep up the good work and ignore the moaners. (CB)

(29) First, there is the promise to improve the health service and much else
while fudging where the money will come from. Frankly, it isn’t going to
be there and pretending that it is is a confidence trick on the electors.
(CB)

Formally, elements like frankly and seriously in (28) and (29) are distinct from
other adjuncts in that they do not allow resumptive elements within the
structure of the clause, not even optionally. In spite of the obligatory absence of
resumption, however, the structures in (28) and (29) are still genuine P-E
constructions. On the one hand, elements like frankly and seriously can also be
used in preverbal position in non-declarative contexts, like the interrogatives in
(30) and (31) below. As argued in Section 4, preverbal use in non-declarative
contexts can be regarded as an unambiguous indication of P-E status, because
such contexts do not allow P-I. On the other hand, the German and Dutch
equivalents of the structures in (28) and (29) are also characterized by subject–
verb word order, which is another typical feature of P-E constructions. Thus,
for instance, the structures in (32) and (33) below show how German offen
gesagt (“frankly”) and Dutch serieus (“seriously”) can be used with the normal
subject–verb word order of P-E constructions, and do not require8 the inverted
verb–subject order that is typical of P-I constructions (see Section 2.1 above).

(30) Who is going to win? Seriously who’s going to win the Cup Final? (CB)

(31) Others may be able to do this for you, but frankly, will they do it at my
prices? (IC)
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German
(32) Offen gesagt, es ist viel einfacher, Bomben zu werfen. (IC)

open said it is much easier bombs to throw
“Frankly, it’s much easier to throw bombs.”

Dutch
(33) Serieus, hij is de indiana jones van de sportsupplementen industrie. (IC)

serious he is the indiana jones of the sports-supplements industry
“Seriously, he’s the indiana jones of the sports-supplements industry.”

Thus, the basic formal difference between the adjuncts discussed in the previous
section and the elements in (28)–(33) lies in the possibility versus impossibility
of intra-clausal resumption. This formal distinction is of course related to the
basic functional distinction between these two categories of adjuncts. Adjuncts
like in church or during the war can be resumed within the clause because their
function is to anticipate some aspect of the propositional content of the clause,
in this case a spatial or temporal specification of the State of Affairs (SoA).
Elements like frankly or seriously, on the other hand, cannot be resumed
because they do not anticipate any element from the propositional content, but
rather mark the speaker’s comments on the way the speech act is performed. In
this respect, the formal feature of possibility versus impossibility of intra-clausal
resumption reflects a functional distinction between a proposition-related and
a speech act-related role for elements in P-E.

This functional characterization can be further illustrated with well-known
minimal pairs like (34a–b) below, where switching the feature of intra-clausal
resumption has a specific semantic effect (see Dancygier and Sweetser
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1997:127–129 and Declerck and Reed 2001:364–365 for more examples). In a
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structure like (34a), the conditional clause in P-E relates to the speech act in the
main clause, because it expresses a condition on the relevance of the speech act
performed by the speaker (“I am telling you there is money in the drawer in
case you need to buy anything”). Adding a resumptive element to this structure,
however, as in (34b), seems to rule out this interpretation and shift it to a
proposition-related one, creating the somewhat unlikely interpretation that the
presence or absence of money in the drawer is conditionally related to the need
to buy something.

(34) a. If you need to buy anything, there’s money in the drawer.
b. ?If you need to buy anything, then there’s money in the drawer.

The elements investigated in this section are interesting from the perspective of
the analysis of the contrast between P-I and P-E, because unlike with the
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adjuncts discussed in the previous section, the interpretation of the elements
discussed here changes depending on their intra- or extra-clausal construal,
which provides an interesting perspective on the nature of the P-E construction
as such. One indication of the correlation between construal and interpretation,
as already illustrated in (34a–b), is the fact that intra-clausal resumption of the
element in P-E also seems to affect the speech-act related nature of the element.
Another indication is that intra-clausal construal of the elements themselves
again seems to shift the interpretation from a speech act-related to a proposi-
tion-related one, given the right circumstances (see, for instance, Greenbaum
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1969:85–88). In the (a) structures in (35) and (36) below, for instance, the
English frankly and Dutch eerlijk are in extra-clausal position in P-E: in this
position they serve as comments on the speech act performed in the clause. In
the corresponding (b) structures, on the other hand, they are construed intra-
clausally: in this position they can be re-interpreted as relating to the proposi-
tional content of the clause (‘John was talking in a frank way’) rather than as
commenting on the speech act.9

(35) a. Frankly, was John talking to the president?
b. Was John talking to the president frankly?

Dutch
(36) a. Eerlijk, Jan was met de president aan het praten.

b. Jan was eerlijk met de president aan het praten.

Together with the findings presented in the two previous sections, the behav-
iour of illocution-related elements with respect to intra-clausal and extra-
clausal construal forms the last building block that will be used in the final
section of this study to come to a functionally motivated typology of preverbal
positions in German, English and Dutch.

6. Towards a functional typology

6.1 Formal distinctive features for P-E and P-I

Section 2 above outlined the traditional approach to the distinction between
intra-clausal and extra-clausal preverbal positions, which defines the contrast in
terms of three distinguishing features, viz. intonation, pronominal resumption
and subject–verb ordering. According to this approach, the extra-clausal
position is characterized by intonational detachment and pronominal resumption
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in all three languages, as well as subject–verb word order in German and Dutch,
whereas the intra-clausal position is characterized by intonational integration,
absence of pronominal resumption, and verb–subject order in the case of non-
subject fillers.

The analysis in Sections 3, 4 and 5 has demonstrated that the feature of
pronominal resumption should actually be removed from this traditional set of
distinctive characteristics, and replaced by a criterion relating to distribution in
non-declarative contexts. Intra-clausal resumption is not reliable as a defining
feature of P-E because it is variable, varying both with the type of filler for P-E
and with the language under investigation, as shown in Sections 4 and 5.
Distribution in interrogative contexts, on the other hand, can be used as a
reliable alternative to determine P-E status, because polar interrogatives do not
allow P-I constructions in the preverbal domain, as shown in Section 3.

Taken together, the arguments outlined in the previous sections leave us
with three features to define the distinction between intra-clausal and extra-
clausal preverbal positions, summarized in Table 6 below: intonation, distribu-
tion in interrogative contexts, and subject–verb ordering (the last one only for
German and Dutch). In the following sections, I will argue that these distin-
guishing features can be generalized in terms of a functional contrast that
relates to illocutionary organization: P-E is a position outside the scope of the
illocutionary force of the clause, whereas P-I is a position within the scope of
the illocutionary force of the clause. I will first define the principle of scope and
its formal reflection in focus-presupposition organization (Section 6.2), and I
will then show how a functional characterization in terms of illocutionary scope
can not only capture the different formal features that define the contrast
between P-E and P-I, but can also provide an explanation for the different
discourse functions that have been associated with the two positions in the
literature (Section 6.3).

Table 6.�Distinguishing features for P-E and P-I

Intonational
detachment

Interrogative Subject–verb inversion
(German & Dutch)

P-E
P-I

+
−

+
−

−
+
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6.2 The principle of illocutionary scope

The role of basic clause types like declarative, interrogative and imperative has
most often been studied in terms of their contribution to the illocutionary force
of the clause, but another aspect that has received less attention is the nature of
their relation to the propositional component of clause structure. What is special
about basic clause types in this respect is that they carve out a specific domain in the
propositional component over which they have scope (McGregor 1997:209–213),
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and thus divide the clause into scoped and non-scoped sections: some elements
of clause structure fall within the scope of the illocutionary force encoded by the
basic clause types, whereas others fall outside this scope.

As argued elsewhere (Verstraete 2002, 2004) the heuristic principle that can
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be used to determine the precise extent of the domain over which illocutionary
force has scope is focus-presupposition organization (see also Jacobs 1984; Van
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Valin and LaPolla 1997:210–218) on the link between focus-presupposition and
illocutionary force). This is based on the idea that if an element can serve as
focus of another element, focusable status can be regarded as evidence that it is
affected by the meaning of the focusing element: in this sense, elements that can
serve as focus of illocution can also be said to fall within the scope of this
illocution, whereas elements that cannot serve as focus fall outside its scope. In
the three languages under discussion, one of the primary formal realizations of
focus-presupposition organization is prosodic (see Halliday 1967:199–211;
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Jacobs 1984): focus-presupposition organization operates within intonation
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units, with the nuclear accent marking the focus of illocution and the remainder
of the intonation unit functioning as presupposed material. In an example like
(37a), for instance, the speaker in the underlined intonation unit presupposes
that the interlocutor wants him/her to do something with the money, and
focuses the question on what he/she should do with it, i.e. keep it or send it.

(37) a. your m\oney has arr/ived# do you want me to put it in an envelope
and s\/end it to you# or do you want me to k\eep it# oh I should
k\eep it# (LLC)

b. do you want m\e to keep it# (or someone else)
c. do you w\ant me to keep it# (or do you just ask me out of politeness)
d. do y\ou want me to keep it# (or is it your friend who insists)
e. d\o you want me to keep it# (or don’t you)

As stated above, the potential to serve as focus for an illocution marker points
towards being effected by the meaning of this marker: anything that can serve as
focus for the interrogative in (37), therefore, can also be said to fall within its scope.
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The location of the focus can vary within the whole intonation unit in (37): it
can be on keep it, as in (37a), on me, as in (37b), on want, as in (37c), on you, as
in (37d) and even on do, as in (37e), always with the remainder of the intona-
tion unit as a presupposition. The fact that all of these elements can serve as
focus for the interrogative shows that they are all affected by the illocutionary
force encoded by this interrogative. In this sense, the “potential focus domain”
(Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:210–214) of the interrogative reflects the extent of
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its scope: the scope extends as far as its focus can be located, and conversely
anything that can serve as its focus can be said to fall within its scope.

This principle may seem trivial for examples like (37), because in this case
every element of the propositional content can in fact serve as focus. The
variation in the location of the focus of illocutionary force is not unrestrained,
however, but crucially remains within certain limits beyond which the focus
does not extend: this is what makes the principle of scope relevant to our
discussion of intra- and extra-clausal positions. Consider, for instance, the
structure in (38) below:

(38) Charlie did as w\ell# he came up and ap\ologized to me# after l\essons#
wh\o# Ch\arlie# the other d\ay# Jim and Charlie said they were re= you
kn/ow# that they really felt really b\ad# (COLT)

The after-phrase in (38) serves as an adjunct providing a temporal specification
for the SoA in the clause with which it is associated, but unlike the elements in
(37) above, it cannot serve as focus for the speech act of that clause. The
assertion in (38) remains restricted to the main clause he came up and apolo-
gized to me, and does not allow a reading which presupposes that Charlie
apologized and asserts the time when this happened (he came to apologize after
lessons). This type of reading would require integration of the temporal adjunct
into the intonation unit of the main clause, as in (39a) below. The configura-
tion in (39a) easily allows a reading where the apology is presupposed and the
focus of the assertion is the time when this happened: this is reflected, for
instance, in its potential to serve as an answer to a when-question (which
imposes a focus-presupposition structure on its reply, see for instance Declerck
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1988:6–7). With the temporal adjunct in a separate intonation unit, however,
such an interpretation is impossible, as shown by the unacceptability of (39b)
as an answer to a when-question. This shows that the structure in (38) cannot
be taken as presupposing the fact that Charlie apologized and asserting the time
when this happened; instead, the assertion focuses on the fact that Charlie
apologized and adds the temporal circumstances of the apology as an after-
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thought to this assertion.

(39) a. A: When precisely did he apologize# B: he came up and apologized
to me after l\essons#

b. ?A: When precisely did he apologize# B: he came up and ap\ologized
to me# after l\essons#

In the case of the after-phrase in (38), focusability is a matter of construal, as
shown by the alternative (a) and (b) constructions in (39) above, which depend
on construal of the temporal clause as a separate or integrated intonation unit.
In addition to this type of structure, there are also cases where focusability is not
a matter of construal but is inherently bound to certain lexical elements. The
although-clause in (40), for instance, can never serve as focus for the conclusion
encoded in the modal must in the main clause:10 this structure cannot be read
as presupposing that the speaker did in fact offer to contribute and as conclud-
ing the concession made in the although-clause. Irrespective of construal, the
scope of the conclusion encoded by must in (40) cannot extend to the
although-clause but ends before this clause.

(40) We never acknowledged the cost of that evening, but via much subtle
straining of the neck, I saw it began with a two and comprised three
digits. I can’t remember whether I offered to contribute. I must have,
although I do remember thinking they’d probably never seen a 50-quid
cheque guarantee card in Le Gavroche. (CB)

In conclusion, the structures in (38) and (40) indicate that not every element in
the structure of a clause can serve as focus for the speech act encoded in this
clause. The after-phrase in (38) and the although-clause in (40) are all related to
the SoA of the main clause in some way, but they cannot serve as focus for the
speech act associated with this SoA, as shown above. In this sense, the principle
of scope can also be said to apply in a negative way: the speech act of a clause
has scope over a certain domain in this clause, but some elements also fall
outside this domain. This is where illocutionary scope becomes relevant for the
analysis of P-E and P-I: in the following two sections, I will argue that P-E is
actually a position outside the scope of illocution, whereas P-I is a position
within its scope.
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6.3 Scope and the analysis of P-E and P-I

As I will argue in this section, the different formal criteria that distinguish P-E
from P-I can be interpreted as direct or indirect reflections of a difference in
scope structure: the intonational integration, exclusion from interrogatives and
verb–subject word order reflect a position within the scope of illocution for P-I,
whereas the intonational detachment, the occurrence in interrogatives and the
subject–verb word order reflect a position outside the scope of illocution for
P-E. In addition, the restrictions on resumption and intra-clausal construal for
illocution-related elements in P-E can also be explained in terms of a basic
distinction between construal outside and within the scope of illocution.

The intonational distinction between P-E and P-I is perhaps the most direct
formal reflection of the difference in scope structure. As noted in Section 2, P-E
is characterized by intonational detachment from the clause, forming its own
separate intonation unit, as in during the war in (41a) below, whereas P-I is
characterized by integration into the intonation unit of the clause, as in on a
nice day in summer in (42a) below. As shown above, the focus-presupposition
organization associated with the speech act operates within intonation units,
with the nuclear accent marking the location of the focus and the remainder of
the intonation unit functioning as a presupposition relative to this focus. In this
sense, intonational integration into the clause is a necessary prerequisite for an
element to be able to serve as focus for the illocutionary value of this clause, and
intonational separation precludes serving as focus. Thus, for instance, the P-E
element during the war in (41), which forms a separate intonation unit, cannot
be the focus of the declarative: this is reflected in its unacceptability as a reply to
a wh-interrogative, as illustrated in (41b). The P-I element on a nice day in the
summer in (42), on the other hand, which is integrated into the intonation unit
of the clause, can serve as focus of the declarative, as reflected in its acceptability
in reply to a wh-question. Thus, the basic intonational distinction between P-I
and P-E can be regarded as a direct formal reflection of a difference in illocut-
ionary scope, with P-E and P-I respectively as positions outside and within the
potential focus domain of illocution.

(41) a. during the w/ar# a huge c\amp was built at Sefton P/ark# wh=ich#
[dhi:] H\/ighland division# was stationed h\ere# (LLC)

b. A: [When did they build an army camp at Sefton Park?]
?B: During the w/ar,# a huge c\amp was built at Sefton P/ark
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(42) a. cos I never \ever# h\/ang any washing out# \I don’t ((do)) /usually# I
put it on that and I find it m/\arvellous# not to have to trudge down
a muddy g/arden# on a nice day in the s\ummer I probably w/ould#
(LLC)

b. A: When would you still use the clothes line?
B: on a nice day in the s\ummer I probably w/ould#

This account of the distinction can also explain why P-I has been associated in
the literature with the apparently contradictory functions of topic and focus
(see Prince 1981), illustrated in the contrast between (3) and (4) in the intro-
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ductory section. The relevant generalization is that an element in P-I is within
the potential focus domain of illocution, formally marked by the boundaries of
the intonation unit, and the distinction between topical and focal function is a
matter of the internal organization of the intonation unit. Depending on the
location of the nuclear accent, any element within the intonation unit can either
be focal or topical: it is focal when it receives the nuclear accent, as is the case
for the element in P-I in (3) above and (42), and it is topical when it belongs to
the presupposed material relative to a focus somewhere else in the intonation
unit, as is the case in (4) above.

The second criterion to distinguish between P-I and P-E, the fact that polar
interrogatives allow only P-E and not P-I, can equally be regarded as an indirect
reflection of a distinction in scope structure. Interrogatives in English, German and
Dutch are distinct from declaratives in terms of scope structure, in that they have
a focus domain that extends rightward from the finite verb, whereas declaratives
have a focus domain that extends both leftward and rightward from the verb (see
further also in Verstraete 2004). Compare, for instance, the declarative struc-
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tures in (43a–b) with the interrogative structures in (44a–b) below.

(43) a. A: And then when did it go down again?
B: It’s gone back right down again just after Christmas.

b. A: And then when did it go down again?
B: Just after Christmas it’s gone back right down again. (CB)

(44) a. I think it’s very important to measure when and where things oc-
curred. Did they occur when you’re a young person, in your forma-
tive years, or did they occur while you were a senior official in the
federal government? (CB)

b. While you were a senior official in the federal government, did these
things occur?
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The structures in (43a) and (43b) show that the potential focus domain of
declaratives extends not only rightward but also leftward from the finite verb.
Both in postverbal position (43a) and in preverbal position (43b), the adjunct
just after Christmas can serve as focus for the declarative, as reflected in the fact
that in both cases it serves as an answer to a wh-interrogative. The structures in
(44a) and (44b), on the other hand, demonstrate that the potential focus
domain of interrogatives extends exclusively rightward from the finite verb. In
postverbal position, the adjunct clause while you were a senior official can easily
serve as focus for the interrogative, with the remainder of the proposition as a
presupposition: the structure in (44a) presupposes that bad things took place
and asks whether this was the case when the interlocutor was a senior official.
A structure like (44b), however, with the adjunct clause in preverbal position,
cannot be interpreted as presupposing that ‘these things happened’ and asking
when they happened: instead, the interrogative in (44b) focuses on the SoA
described in that main clause (‘did these things happen or not?’), and the
adjunct provides a temporal frame for this question.

Given this difference in the directionality of illocutionary scope for declara-
tives and interrogatives, the divergent distribution of P-E and P-I in interroga-
tive contexts can again be related to a difference in scope structure between the
two positions. Declaratives have a scope structure that extends leftward from
the verb, and therefore also have a preverbal position that is within the scope of
the declarative, i.e. a P-I position. Interrogatives, on the other hand, have a
scope structure that extends rightward from the verb, and therefore do not have
any preverbal positions within the scope of the interrogative but only outside its
scope, i.e. only a P-E position.

Thirdly, the restrictions on resumption and intra-clausal construal for
speech act-related elements in P-E can equally be explained in terms of an
analysis of P-E as falling outside the scope of illocution. The analysis in Sec-
tion 5 has shown that for elements in P-E which relate to the speech act
character of the clause, such as if you’re interested in (45a) or confidentially in
(46a), resumption and intra-clausal construal are either not possible, or affect
the speech act-related character of the element in question, as shown in (45b)
and (46b).

(45) a. If you’re interested, I’ve just heard that Mark admitted to stealing
the money.

b. ?If you’re interested, then I’ve just heard that Mark admitted to steal-
ing the money.
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(46) a. Confidentially, I’ve just heard that Mark admitted to stealing the
money.

b. πI’ve just heard that Mark confidentially admitted to stealing the
money.

The reason why these elements in P-E do not allow either resumption or intra-
clausal construal without losing their illocution-related interpretation is that
both resumption and intra-clausal construal11 imply bringing the element
within the scope of illocution, either by means of a resumptive element in the
potential focus domain like then in (45b) or by moving the element itself into
the potential focus domain, as in (46b). However, a position within the scope
of illocution is pragmatically incompatible with an illocution-related interpreta-
tion: an element cannot at the same time comment on a speech act and fall
within the scope of this same speech act (see further in Verstraete 1998). A
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position within the scope of illocution implies construal as part of its proposi-
tional content, which is semantically irreconcilable with an illocution-related
function: in order for elements like confidentially or if you’re interested to relate
to the speech act character of the clause, they must be construed as falling
outside the scope of that speech act. In this sense, the behaviour of such
elements provides further evidence for an analysis of P-E in terms of scope
structure: the fact that illocution-related elements can occur in P-E while
retaining their illocution-related interpretation shows that P-E itself must also
be characterized as falling outside the scope of illocution.

The final distinguishing characteristic between P-I and P-E, the feature of
verb–subject ordering, has a slightly different status than the other criteria
because there is no uniformity here across the three languages. Still, where the
phenomenon does occur it allows for an iconic motivation in terms of the
principle of illocutionary scope. As argued in König and Van der Auwera
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(1988), who studied the contrast between subject–verb and verb–subject order
in the conditional and concessive domain in German and Dutch, the most
important functional factor favouring subject–verb order in the context of a
non-subject preverbal element is the ‘separate assertability’ of the clause, i.e. its
status as a fully functional speech act independently of the element preceding it.
In other words, subject–verb order iconically reflects the illocutionary indepen-
dence of the clause from the element preceding it, because that is precisely the
word order the clause would have when occurring as an independent speech act
without it. In this perspective, the feature of subject–verb word order that
characterizes P-E constructions in German and Dutch can be regarded as an
instance of the same principle: the subject–verb word order following a P-E
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element iconically reflects that the clause is independent from the P-E element
in terms of illocutionary organization, and that the P-E element is consequently
outside the scope of the illocution. The fact that other Germanic languages like
Swedish (see König and Van der Auwera 1988:108–109) do not have such a
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contrast, however, and that for the languages which do have the contrast it is
not entirely systematic (see König and Van der Auwera 1988:110–111; see also
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footnote 8) does show that the principle of illocutionary scope only provides an
iconic motivation rather than a functional explanation for this distinction.

7. Conclusion

This study investigated the contrast between intra-clausal and extra-clausal
positions in the preverbal domain in English, German and Dutch. The first part
of the study concentrated on a number of neglected issues in syntactic descrip-
tion, showing how one of the criteria traditionally used to make the distinction
between the two positions is not reliable, and proposing a number of alternative
criteria. On the one hand, it was shown that the feature of resumption, presence
or absence of which is traditionally taken to distinguish P-E and P-I, is not
consistent but varies both depending on the language and the nature of the
element (argument versus adjunct) under investigation. On the other hand, two
alternative criteria were formulated in the form of distributional constraints on
P-I and P-E. The distribution of P-I is largely restricted to declarative clause
types, which implies that the potential to occur in non-declarative contexts,
specifically polar interrogatives, is a reliable alternative criterion to distinguish
P-I from P-E. Moreover, P-E also has a number of specific fillers that relate to
the illocutionary value of the clause rather than anticipating an aspect of its
propositional content: these are distributionally restricted to extra-clausal
positions like P-E, in the sense that intra-clausal construal is either impossible
or affects their speech act-related interpretation. Table 7 below summarizes the
different criteria, both traditional and alternative.

The second part of this study focused on the role of illocutionary scope as
a functional principle that can generalize over the observed differences between
P-I and P-E, both the formal characteristics and the divergent discourse
functions that have been observed in the literature. The basic argument here is
that the distinction between P-E and P-I can be analysed as a distinction
between a position outside and a position within the scope of illocution. Given
that the boundary of the scope of illocution can be determined by testing the
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potential of an element to serve as focus of illocution, the different formal

Table 7.�Criteria to distinguish P-E and P-I

P-E P-I

English German Dutch English German Dutch

Intonational detachment + −

Subject–verb inversion − +

Resumption Argument + + + − − −

Adjunct +/− + +/− + +/− − − −

Non-declar-
ative

Interrogative + + + − − −

Imperative + + + − + −

Speech act-related fillers + + + − − −

criteria to distinguish P-E from P-I can be explained as direct or indirect
reflections of a difference in scope structure. First of all, the status of P-E as a
separate intonation unit is a direct formal reflection of a position outside the
scope of illocution, because the potential focus domain of illocution, and
consequently also its scope, is formally delimited by intonation units. Secondly,
the different distributional criteria can be explained as indirect reflections of a
difference in scope structure: the restriction of P-I to declarative constructions
is due to the fact that scope in polar interrogative contexts extends rightward
from the verb, and the restriction of speech act-related adjuncts to extra-clausal
positions like P-E is due to the fact that a position outside the scope of illo-
cution is a necessary prerequisite for an element to serve as comment on this
same illocution. The subject–verb order that is found with P-E in German and
Dutch, finally, is iconically motivated as reflecting the illocutionary indepen-
dence of the clause from the element in P-E.

Apart from explaining the formal criteria, an analysis in terms of scope
structure can also serve as a generalization over the different discourse func-
tions for P-E and P-I that have been observed in the literature. The apparently
contradictory functions of topic and focus associated with P-I can be explained
as a consequence of its position within the scope of illocution: scoped status
implies that an element in P-I takes part in the focus-presupposition organiza-
tion of the clause, and can therefore serve either as focus of the illocution or as
part of the presupposed material. For elements in P-E, the position outside the
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scope of illocution implies that they can take up two types of functions that are
not available to P-I. On the one hand, they can single out one element of the
propositional content of the clause for special attention, before actually assert-
ing/questioning the whole proposition: this is the “new topic” function of P-E,
identified for instance in the work of Geluykens (1989). On the other hand,
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they can also mark a comment of the speaker on the illocutionary value of the
clause: this is the restricted class of speech act-related fillers for P-E discussed in
Section 5 above. What these two functions have in common on a schematic
level is simply that they must be outside the scope of illocution, either because
they anticipate an aspect of the propositional content before the actual speech
act is performed, or because they comment on the speech act itself.

In a wider perspective, the analysis proposed in this study could also serve
as a first step towards a better understanding of the functional basis of the
notion of clausehood that is implicit in the distinction between intra- and extra-
clausal positions. The traditional terminology of ‘intra-clausal’ and ‘extra-
clausal’ position clearly implies that the clause has boundaries, but what the
nature of these boundaries (and consequently also the nature of clausehood)
might be usually remains unclear. A definition of the clause in propositional
terms as a verb–argument–adjunct complex obviously does not suffice in this
context, since arguments and most adjuncts inherently allow both intra-clausal
and extra-clausal construal, for instance in P-E and P-I. The analysis in the
present study suggests that the conception of clausehood as reflected in the
distinction between intra- and extra-clausal construal could actually be a matter
of illocutionary organization: extra-clausal status of an argument or adjunct
implies construing it outside the scope of illocution, whereas intra-clausal status
implies construing it within the scope of illocution. In this perspective, the
preverbal domain investigated in the present study is certainly not the only
relevant one. Parenthetical expressions could be regarded as the clause-medial
counterpart of an extra-clausal position, and the same applies to the clause-final
domain, where there is an almost exact mirror situation for the P-E/P-I
distinction in terms of ‘integrated’ versus ‘afterthought’ or ‘right-dislocated’
construal of arguments and adjuncts, as in (38) and (39) above (see, for
instance, Ford 1993 on adjuncts and Birner and Ward 1998 on arguments).
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Notes

1.  For corpus examples, the source is indicated between brackets: Cobuild (CB), Internation-
al Corpus of English (ICE), London-Lund Corpus (LLC) and Corpus of London Teenage
Language (COLT) for English, NRC Corpus (NRC) for Dutch, IDS Corpus (IDS) for
German, and a personal corpus of internet material (IC). I have underlined the relevant part
of examples where confusion is possible. The LLC and the COLT also provide prosodic
transcription, using the following conventions: intonation unit boundaries are indicated by
#, nuclear tones are indicated by \ (falling), / (rising), \/ (falling-rising), /\ (rising-falling),
and = (level).

2.  Note that this is a different conception of topic from the one used in Prince’s (1981)
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characterization of P-I in terms of topicalization, where topic is equated with non-focal
material.

3.  As I will show in the following section, this actually applies only to declarative contexts.

4.  This does not apply to wh-interrogatives, where P-I is filled by the wh-element.

5.  Hawkins (1986:206) puts forward the same analysis, but without adducing formal or
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functional evidence for the syntactically declarative rather than interrogative nature of the
construction.

6.  Optionality of resumption is possible in some cases. Judgements vary here, but my
impression is that one influential factor is the ‘event’ character of the preverbal adjunct:
clausal alternatives of adjuncts like in de kerk (toen je in de kerk was, “when you were in the
church”) seem to promote optionality. This is an area that definitely requires further
research, but it is a fact that some types of German and Dutch adjuncts do have obligatory
resumption, unlike in English where optionality appears to be general.

7.  Removing the coreferential element daar also requires changing the subject–verb
inversion from heb ik in (26a) back to ik heb in (26b). The same applies to (27b) in relation
to (27a).

8.  In some contexts, such elements do allow verb–subject order (but do not require it), and
this seems to be more often the case in German than in Dutch (König and Van der Auwera
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1988:110–111). This is again an area that needs more research, but I have the impression that
verb–subject order following illocution-related elements is possible mainly in the presence
of speaker-encoding elements in the clause, like first-person verbs of cognition or verbaliza-
tion, as in Offen gesagt glaube ich nicht, dass die anderen sich so irrational verhalten (IC;
“Frankly, I don’t believe that the others behave so irrationally”). Such speaker-encoding
elements could perhaps be regarded as an explicit representation of the illocutionary aspect
of the clause.

9.  Unless, of course, they are parenthetical, which makes them effectively extra-clausal rather
than intra-clausal, as I will argue in the concluding section.

10.  This is actually the case for most contrastive and concessive elements, see König (1988).
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11.  This of course applies only to non-parenthetical intra-clausal construal: see footnote 9.
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